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Nathaniel:

And my message today stands from something to God spoken to
me but that change out of an experience that he set to share
because it will hopefully open and change the mentality. I want
to ask my wife to come up because it really began with
something that she experienced. So, I have to hop up the step so
you can understand why. Right now, we’re on television. Many
of you have heard when we talked about Puddin but a lot of folk
have never even seen my wife. It’s just Puddin. As you can see,
Puddin is a little pregnant. Now she’s not much pregnant just a
little pregnant. And sometimes there’s no such a thing as being
just a little for you even pregnant or you’re not.
Sometimes it’s like that way in the spirit. There’s no such thing
is with you a little see. You can’t get a little beat in the hip.
You either going to heaven or you’re going to hell. Some things
are just couldn’t right you know a little bit, you know half way
here and there. You even eat or you’re not just as simple as
that. And it came out of a revelation that Puddin had dealing
with pregnancy -- just have some sit I don’t want you to stand
up straight. I like you too. I just like to do (00:01:25) to do any
kind of heavy work and I said, don’t said that in front of the
people Puddin. But it came from an experienced that Puddin
had. And you see as she was getting more and more pregnant.
Puddin will constantly really be complaining about the size of
her stomach and the child that was growing in and then she was
“Oh, my goodness. I got to carry this big stomach around and
kicking and moving and it’s hurting and it’s just hard. I just put
all on my leg and I can’t see it I was just all and just the
stomach and I came fitting in my clothes and I got to lose weight
in the stomach.
Until one day, Puddin was over a young lady’s house and the
two of them will dance and she had her shirt off because
sometimes she would just pull her shirt and get that little
stomach get some air. Some of these things I can’t understand
but some of these stuffs man just can’t understand. You see you
haven’t pregnant, you can’t understand why you need to let your
stomach get some air. So, I couldn’t even understand this stuff.
So, Puddin was over to young lady’s house and she just had her
shirt off with just stomach. Oh I’m just letting her stomach
getting some air. And the young lady saw Puddin sitting there
with her stomach exposed and she looked at her and she said,
“Wow!” She said “Wow!” She said, “Look at that.” And Puddin
said, “What?” She said look at your stomach. And Puddin said,
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“What?” She said, “It’s so pretty!” She said you don’t have a
stretchmark on your stomach. It’s just as smooth. It’s that your
skin is just as even toned. She said, “When I have my baby I
had stretchmarks all over and they’re like somebody took a cup
of bottled milk and pour on it.” She said, “I just had a
stretchmark. I just had a big dog land going on. Your stomach
is just perfect and when Puddin got home that day, Puddin
changed mind and she said “No.” They said it just about my
stomach and I had never saw that in that way. All I was
thinking about was this big stomach that I had to endure and
had to waddle with. I never even thought about the fact that I
don’t have any stretchmarks on stomach.
I’ve never thought about so many of these things until it was
pointed out and when someone else was seeing my stomach and
the thing that I was complaining about they were talking about
how beautiful it is. And I speak to you today from the subject of
what Puddin concluded from that experienced of simply is
relative. Is relative. You see all of the things in the material
world. Everything that we see, touch, feels, smell, hear, all of
that stuff is relative.
00:05:00
And even your situation if relative to someone’s else is situation.
The way that you’ll think about and you think about that way
because you compare it with someone else. In oftentimes, we
don’t understand that things we have until someone else has to
point it out to us and when they point it out to us then we can
see the beauty of it but sometimes when our old self we don’t
understand it because we look at certain point and not to see the
beauty of what we have and Puddin changed the whole beauty
and after that and after she experienced that she no longer had
her shirt up with her stomach (00:05:44). She acts to see a
whole difference in her expression around the house with her
stomach. No longer was the thing off blowing out and sitting
there, it was beautiful.
Now, it had no stretchmark only. It had no lines in. it was a
perfectly shaped beautiful belly. And I told Puddin, I said
Puddin have always me kissing on your stomach all along. Yep,
it was prettier than me all along. Puddin said but you didn’t
have to care or anything. It’s relative and you see when God
created the world he introduced into the material plain
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relativity. Beginning with just the first verse in the bible, “in
the beginning, God created the heaven and the Earth and the
Earth was without form and void and darkness was upon the
face of the deep and the spirit of God moved upon the faith of the
water then God said, let there be light and there was light and
God saw the light that it was good and God divided the light
from the darkness and God called the light day and the dark he
called night and the evening in the morning were the first day.”
Everything that God created was comparative. In the beginning
it was nothing so he created the heaven and the earth but when
he made it it was all about form and it was void. So, he took it
without form and he took it from without form to form.
You see the only way that you can have from is to have some
without form. Everything in the material world exist because it
has its comparative opposite. You can’t have some around
unless you have something that is not around. You cannot have
darkness unless you have light. The very definition of one is
defined by the other. So, God introduced you see when he was
just God and there was no relativity. There was no comparative.
When he made things in the material place, he made stuff
relative. And the darkness he called night and the light he
called day. You can’t have day without night. You cannot know
true joy until you’ve known sadness. There is no comparison.
You can’t really know real joy I mean real joy. You can’t know
what is like to be up until you’ve been down. I mean not the real
full understanding of the thing. You can’t have one without the
other. It’s relative. And when God created the earth he
introduced relative things because all things in the material
relative and God solve it, it was good.
You can’t have good without bad. You understand, you’ve got to
have bad in order to have good. If you have no bad nothing
would be good. You must have one in order – you can’t have all
the good. You cannot because the very definition of the word
good is defined by man. You can’t have beauty. You can. The
very definition of beauty, you cannot have one without the other.
00:10:00
So, when God created the Earth he introduced into the material
place relative things. And everything in this whole world, it is
relative and we need to understand it. We need to see that it is
all defined by another, we see everything is relative with God.
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God stands alone without comparative. There is a portion in
Isaiah which he talks about this. It’s over and Isaiah the 40th
chapter beginning at the 12th verse I’m going to read the NIV
version of this, “but everything has a comparison. Everything is
defined by its opposite. You see you got God and even though
you have the devil, God was there before the devil was ever
created. And he made it there so there are existed God before
anything was. There was nothing to compare him with and
Isaiah said this “Who has measured the water in the hollow of
his hand or with the breadth of his hand marked off the
heavens. Who has held the dust of the earth in a basket or
weighed the mountains on the scales and the hills in a balance?”
Who has understood the mind of the Lord or instructed him as
his counselor? Whom did the Lord consult to enlighten him?
And who taught him the right way? Who was it that taught him
knowledge or showed him the path of understanding? Surely
the nations are like are drop in a bucket; they are regarded as
dust on the scales; he weighs the island as though they were fine
dust. Lebanon is not sufficient for altar fires, nor its animals
enough for burnt offerings. Before him all of the nations are as
nothing; they are regarded by him as worthless and less than
nothing. To whom, then, will you compare God? God is the only
thing to which there is nothing relative to really compare with
but everything that he created in the material world is relative.
And when you understand that, and you begin to see that, it will
oftentimes begin to change the way that you even think about
things and the way that you appreciate things.
We sang the song before the message of simply thank you Lord
and for the past few weeks there has been a great spirit of saint
that has just come over me. And of course, I couldn’t even
understand. I was waking up in the morning. I was just saying,
“Thank you Jesus, thank you.” Sometime in life he would just
hit me like a spirit just thank you Jesus. I mean in the middle
of the day sitting on my desk think and after this thing went on
for few weeks I had to stop. I said why in the way -- it will just
come over me almost like this just the spirit just coiling over me,
I said, why in the world am I -- what that just happened I’m just
so thankful I said “What is this thing?” The more you move into
God the firm that you’ll move away from the relative things of
this world. The firm that you’ll move away from comparison and
you’ll start to see the absolute. There is a difference between
the relative and the absolute.
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Let me give you an example just in scientific terms. Right now,
outside is perhaps, I don’t know 55 to 60 degrees. If it was 32
degrees people would say that’s cold and freezing. Yet, in
scientific terms relatively that’s not cold. So, what are you
talking about Pastor 32 degree is freezing, the ice is freezing
solid at 32 degrees. What do you mean “That’s not cold? You
see, there is scientifically a point at which there is no heat in a
flame that point, technically is called absolute zero. You see
there comes a point when you get so cold that you just can’t any
colder. All of the heat and some of you might think sometimes
you’ll gotten that cold now you haven’t. But there comes a point
when you can get that so cold all of the heat is going and you
cannot get any colder. and that point, in a point of Physics is
called absolute zero. Absolute zero it’s 459 degrees below zero.
That’s absolute zero. You cannot get the 460 degrees below zero.
Absolute zero is 459 degrees below zero.
00:15:00
So, if you cook in an oven and the directions tell you to preheat
the oven to 425 degrees and do you know if you put your hand on
a 425 degrees oven you’ll burn it up really quick. At 32 degrees
you have to add 427 degrees of heat to take you up to freeze.
When you start seeing things in truth freezing and cold. It has
427 degrees of heat Puddin. You just a little chilly but you
understand the things when you understand absolute truth and
so it is with the things of this Earth.
Rich and poor those are relative. I never will forget one when I
went to the Amazon and I stayed there for a week on a river and
we went back to a little village and through the town and all of
the people were talking about at the end of this tour we’re going
to the rich man house. We’re going to see the rich man house.
We’re going to the rich man mansion and you see back in
Amazon they gave a new definition to material poorness. The
kids were fascinated over my ATM. To them this was more
fascinating than all of our modern highspeed computers or the
(00:16:29). They will absolutely amaze and fascinated. They
had nothing material and yet they kept saying we’re going to the
rich man’s house. When we got to the rich man’s house at the
end of the day. His house that over the river on stilt. It was a
hut but what he had, he had a generator.
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You see in the Amazon, there weren’t any power. So, when
night came everyone was in the dark but the rich man. The rich
man had a little haunted generator that he put the crank on and
started up. He had light when everyone else was in the dark
and all of the people around in the Amazon from they were in
the dark this man had light and just now the fact that he had
light in his hut. He had the (00:17:38) to be able to buy a
generator. Everyone knew this man as filthy rich.
See the things that you wouldn’t even -- you weren’t think about
going home flicking on your light switch. You’ve got light, you’ve
got TV not only that you have TV not as (00:18:00) got cable TV.
You got light, cabled TV, microwave. You’re busy but you got all
these stuffs. Anyone of which would have made you the rich
man in the Amazon. You got all these stuffs I mean you can go
to the deepest Ghetto in the City of Atlantis. You can go to the
deepest Ghetto. They got light. They got a TV and they have
VCR. And I’m right you goes out of your way. When you go to
lights then it may be about to be cut off but they got light, they
got a television, used it with cable and the VCR. It’s all relative
and using not only to the (00:18:50) nine out of ten times they
are little bit over a week. With me got plenty to eat.
So, for the things that we look at sometimes and we look at and
we think our situation is so bad. All that stuff is relative and it
is relative because we are comparing. We are comparing that
which we don’t have with what someone else you see. You see
we never and I guess the spirit of faithfulness was just hitting
on me so strong and James asked me this morning. He said,
have you been feeling a stronger spirit of God around? It is
some just been happening lately. At that time, I couldn’t think
about it but then as I began to think about the spirit of faith and
it has been you know the more God gets on you the less to suffer
around you matters. There’s a more of a spirit of God starts
infusing in you the more faithful you and it’s a lot of folk have
more stuff than I do. But then want to point when God start
infusing into your spirit, you’ll start being faithful for that which
he is giving you when the devil start infusing into your spirit.
00:20:03
You’ll start being discontent over the stuff you got and then you
have loss and greed for the stuff that other folk had. The two
opposite spirit but it’s all relative and then first of all just to be
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able to open up and to be able to see. That’s what you do have
and it’s a way of viewing that God has given all of us in this
room for we could go to the majority of the countries in the world
and we would be considered rich. So, its relative. You can go to
Mexico, you can go out in Guatemala, you can go out to Central
America, you can go to most countries in Africa, you can go
through 80% of the world and the vast majority of you in here
right now, would be considered rich. I don’t care what you may
think you have. So, sort of the thing about it, if you would be
considered rich in the Amazon, if you would be considered rich
over in portions of Central and South America, if you would be
considered rich there, if the people would look at you within the
wishing they could have, just what you have. If the folk over
there could view you like that, then that means they must be
able to see something that you can’t see.
So, what is this that they can’t see, that you can see? What is it
that you say, “Lord, I’m just such a bad, bad sheep.” And in the
heaven, you’re not. You got most stuff, either when we went on
the 40 days in Moscow, with the 40 days that they could have
some cover, got too much stuff. This is what we got too much,
most of you right now, you don’t have enough quality space, you
got stuff -- you just got most stuff, and yet, we look at
sometimes our situation and the demonic have focus and all of
that, if we don’t get that you know, “I got no husband and got no
wife.” Paul, he had no wife. I got news for you, Jesus didn’t have
a wife, I had a man writing a prayer request on MountainWings
and he said, “Please pray for me to find my Eve, I’m all alone.” I
wrote him back, I said, Adam, would had still been in paradise
to see her and then had Eve. I said, that thing is relative. Be
careful what you ask for, and I tell him, “Look, if you’re not
happy right now, you’re not going to be happy with Eve, because
Eve is not going to make you happy, because I got news for you,
Eve, look it for (00:22:52).
So, you’re looking for someone to make you happy, she’s looking
for somebody make her happy. Both of you will get together.
Eve just have to wait and then make you up when happy, you all
stand up and looking in each other, wait for the other well then
it makes you happy then it won’t love. But sometimes, if you -and I’ve had counsel with so many single people like that, not
understanding that the situation that you’re in, it is not that
horrible. Man, how to be happy with who you are -- when I was
single I will not let put that on me. (00:23:30), you know, you
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said to me that you are married. I divorced either. I have met
but I divorced. I’m just as happy as I can be, and I’m not going
to putting all stuff on me, telling me, I’m so (00:23:43) because
that ain’t stuff, because it has the folk out and that marriage is
not happy.
So, it doesn’t have anything to do with that. It’s relative, and we
got to learn how to understand and learn to see the bad you of
all of the things that God has granted us with. I don’t care what
situation you have to people that – first of all, I’m a man that
believe in your progressive. I’m not a man who preach you, you
know you have dizzy(ph) phobias remain that way just, no, I
wouldn’t need that at all. But I do know this, if you don’t learn
to be content where you are, you’ll never be content where you
think you’re going. Because it’s irrelative. You get to a point
and that hurt so many people that if you don’t understand if I
could just this, if I could just that. If I could just get this job, if I
could just get a man, if I could just get a rapist, if I could just get
some have. You got all kind of things that people see, and they
think that this thing will solve all our problems.
Not
understanding that even when they get to the thing, it’s still
relative when they get that. You get a big house, but all the
stuff, all this room is exciting at first that wants you been in the
three or four months, same thing, same thing. And the same
spirit that was in the little house, is named the big house,
because now you’ve move to a different neighborhood, but you
got different neighbors.
So now, when you go over to visit their house, there’s got some
Chip and Dale furniture, and who said that there was a blue
light sessions. So, now, you got the big house but your neighbor
that was Chip and Dale, so not a thing that relative thing that
had you upset in the little house, now had you upset in the big
house, because it never answer but I don’t care what love were
you asked to. There’s a people called, there’s a lot it that we
compare not yourself with other, for that will always be those
greater and lesser than yourself, but if you compare yourself
with other, it will make you vain and bitter. Because if you
compare yourself with other, you won’t always have more and
somebody has and that will make you vain. Look what I’ve got,
look who I am, look what I’m driving, that will make you vain.
But then, it would always be those who got more and you do and
that will make you bitter. Look what they got, look what they
driving, there will always be those higher and lower than
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yourself because life is relative, and you can never get to the
point where you got it all. You can get to the point where you’re
the richest man on America, and it’s still can be when somebody
got some other that are better than you do. Because some stuff
most of money came back.
So, no matter where you go, you got to learn people it’s relative
and you’ve got to learn to understand the absolute joy, that’s my
policy in whatever situation I find myself even on the
persecutions, I’ve been prosperous, I’ve been in wealth, I’ve been
in health, I’ve been in sickness, I’ve been what people have
adopt me, I’ve been what people have to start in, and whatever
situation I find myself, I have to be content, because it was not -his happiness was not based on relative stuff. And I will never
really try to be happy, I tried to be joyous, because there’s a
different, because happiness really the root word of happiness is
happy, and sometimes you know some folk are only happy if the
right thing is happy, the wrong thing go in the happiness, and
then the happiness goes out of the wind.
Let me see, let me guarantee you some, the wrong thing is going
to happen, you going to have worst in your life what my uncle
called and he sometimes spoke in English situations(ph) You
don’t understand? You going to ask and (00:28:20) Jason(ph).
And when they see Jason here, (00:28:21) Jason gives you some
sick, he can steal all of your joy, whenever your base on relative
stuff, it’s relative. And if you can view through the eyes of God,
his creation and that which he has granted you. You start
finding that -- and that’s why start waking up and that’s why I
go to sleep every time I’ve eat, every time I sit in best it’s the
spirit of thing that I just couldn’t stop just saying, “Thank you,
Jesus. Thank you, Jesus.” And I think what’s the most
important in that view is if you knew to say that. No, it’s not,
not it’s not, it’s not easy for me to say that in anyone else. That
thing of a spirit it is not a condition. It’s the spirit, I’ve got
things I have to deal with, I have just as much stuff as most
people to different thing, I’ve speak different, I speak different.
I believe different and my mother will tell you, I just start and
that just I thought that’s are our thought, I’m always been like
that.
Sometimes, even my mother would said, some of my romantic
situation, my mother will say, “Boy, you’ve been so sad.” I said
“No!” (00:29:34) I said “No, I always was felt like that, there’s no
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answers to nothing.” Now, let me tell you so, I would just been
that the mess knocked out of me, I would tell my mother I have
been through anything. Let me ask you, it’s been (00:29:55)
mother? I have always see it there, no matter what the
situation because even then,
00:30:00
before I have the word fully residing in me, I understood the
absolute, and I could see something then even though I may
have gone to a citation. Even though I may have had some
trauma, I had to look at this thing after, “I’m still in good one
piece. I still got my (00:30:22). I still got my right mind. I made
it through the thing didn’t it? It’s like they say about with all of
the cherish stuff that given all us advise about them, then they
got the advice about the new killer bomb and one man, he said,
“Look, if you can say what’s that, you’re in good shape. I see the
way obvious, if I could just in my right mind, even look back on
the situation I was in good shape, God had brought me through
the thing, and he brought me through the thing with more
wisdom so I start the beauty of it, but it’s all relative, some folk
that go through some stuff and it just make them all bitter, it
make a mess, I mean they have one man, have one woman do
them wrong and he look at every way. All these women just
ain’t no good. One woman had one man do them all. Me, I just
don’t -- and because of one experience it hardens their whole
view for the rest of their lives. But we got to get over some
things, all these stuffs irrelative, it’s relative and we don’t
understand that even though it may be 32 degrees, God has
given us 427 degrees heat. And because the world will not tell
you about the 427 degrees of heat, it only tells you about the 32
degrees and fact that it rains. But we will never tell you that
above absolutely rope, you’ve got 427 degrees of heat, the world
won’t tell you that. You have to have a spiritual revelation to
understand something even when some things that prison in
your life is not all that bad that’s why Apostle said heavenly food
and rain. And the country of America, that’s why people view us
so rich that was the two things that were not missing. We’ve got
more food and we know what do with and we have more clothes,
we know what to do with. We got abundance of the things that
policies and Jesus is having these things barely content. The
rest of the stuff is relative. Most of the stuff that we try to get,
we do because we are in competition psychologically with
somebody else. We don’t want a new car just to call it’s a new
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car. Right, so good, we don’t want to call folk and see who sign
in. He got to do about the thing, you know clothes -- to be honest
about it, the most expensive suit I have cost $24,000. I got about
three of those suits. There, I rarely wear them because to be
honest about it, they don’t really wear that good. My jeans in all
honesty way a better than my most expensive suits. I’m more
comfortable with them, they are more adorable you can do more
with them but the thing about it, the expensive stuff, if folk
knew the label, it makes you look better, but in reality, not
really and I’ve always try to deal with absolute food not
irrelative stuff. So, many of us have got hold up irrelative stuff,
and that’s why I begin with the story of my life, because it
change to a view point of our situation, and the barely that she
was looking at it, be in full bad, so horrible, so distended. Once
you got another view with the same, what type she can, she can
-- oh I mean she can, (00:33:59) I’ve done it just a smooth, it
change the whole mentality. Now understand this, nothing
about her barely changed. That is the same, not one -- in
smoother way she got that then it was when she went over
there, because barely was the same. Nothing changed. You see,
what many of us are trying to do. See, we’re trying to change
that barely, instead of getting a new vision of a thing.
Sometimes when we try to change the barely, it kills what God
is trying to birth us. Because there are some things in our lives
we cannot get what I could barely, there are some situation in
my life, I couldn’t get wisdom without knowing those citation.
You can’t get wisdom and you got -- you don’t have citation, you
just can’t get it. I’m sorry, you just cannot get win without
situations, you got to go do some stuff. You got to have them
barely. So, I viewed even my barely situation, all those things
as a moment all things that train and all things about wisdom
it’s the same way in business. Most of my business didn’t came
from failures not for my successes. I’m doing a hundred time,
most on a plop and I do it from the success, because in success it
will put you up, blow you up, think all these kind of stuff, if you
have a failure, you have to look in the stuff to -- I learned much
more. So, they are from things that as we begin to understand
some even right now you’re walking around with barely that
your cursing, and within this barely your salvation. God has put
to see that God has -- you all have to read the story in the
process and you know what they went through, everyone with
the man of God. Everyone with their life are detailed, everyone
of them went through hell. And only one that didn’t go through
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it, it just not much in (00:36:09) the owner. So, whenever you
got some way there’s a whole lot in that written about them,
every single one of them went through a whole life. It’s not
circumstances, all circumstances are relative and even your
worst circumstance. If you have the divine wisdom to see the
absolute food, you’ll see that you’re still which and sometimes
you don’t realize that until you start losing something. Every
one of you right now I have not heard a single cult in this
church, since church day. That mean all of you breath and fan
of (00:36:12) I had visited folk in the hospital that couldn’t
breathe. You don’t understand what it’s like, and not to be able
to take your breath, you got to have two breadthening machine,
popping you up and down, and you got ooh, ooh, you don’t
understand what it’s like to be able to sit in and breathe freely,
and in that situation you would say, “Lord, if you would just let
me breath freely, what kind of calls is that? And what
(00:37:18).” Lord, if you just let me breath freely, what I’m
wearing for something or leave out would matter? You see when
you thought absolute (00:37:30) because relative stuff of thing.
Every one of you breathe and just as clean and clear. But
sometimes we let all of this relative stuff, make the gift that God
has given us has appear ugly or it did not, that irrelative people
and relative. All of the stuff, in the material plan, it’s relative. I
never will forget when I moved into my office where I am now, I
had -- I purchase then I had to decorate to put a mirror up on
my wall, it’s a big mirror that cover the entire wall, and when I
came into the office, first of all, the first thing that happened,
several of the people in the building, they’re going into my office
because they will working on it building it, putting in the carpet
and all that stuff, and the mirror was there, and they call me up,
and they said, “Mr. Bronner, across your wall in your office was
a rainbow.” I said, what do you mean, what you know it. They
said, it was a rainbow landed across the wall on the mirror in
your office. So, when I got back to the office I went, I went and
look at the window, I look at the angle, it’s fine, I said, “How in
the world did a rainbow come across the wall in my office? I
didn’t see it, but two of the people did? The rainbow has never
re-appeared and I’ve been in that office five years, the rainbow
has never come back, but when they decorate and put the mirror
left, it’s in sections and some of the air just on the section didn’t
line up, she had missed put it up straight and when I pointed it
out towards the wall, I see it and she looks, she’s obviously
taken all down, I go buy another one. I put it all back up and I
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put it up straight, and later that day, God spoke to me. He
said, “don’t touch that mirror.” He said for two reasons, first of
all, I have spent the rainbow a promise across it blessed, he said,
“Second is this.” He said “Nothing in the material plan is
perfect.” Nothing. Nothing in the material plan is perfect,
everything material, as even got some flows I’ll go and get some,
nothing in the material plan is perfect.
00:40:00
And God wanted me to see and he wanted to me to understand
it’s the blessing that was important not the perfection of the
materials. And people when we can see the blessings, see
sometimes we -- it’s not even that with cursed, we just don’t see
the blessings and when you don’t see you blessing, that is a
curse. Because all of the demon has to do is blind you to the
blessing and then you view the thing as a curse because you all
know know good in the way and you can have two things and
one person has this great appreciation for it, and the other one
has the same for it’s not in the thing. It’s been how we view it,
all that is drop in the material. Some of you married right now.
And the person that you marry to, some of you got some
problems with the person, yet somebody else is looking at that
person. And saying, “Wooh, they’re so lucky. Oh my goodness, if
I (00:41:04).” No, it’s much if I just had the man that she got. If
I just had a wife, he got lot of mess.
It’s in the view and all of us have the imperfections, just like
that mirror in that wall, none of us free. All of us have the
imperfection, but yet, we’re blessed people and the devil wants
to blind you to your blessings and he will do this by all – you
don’t understand it, I am a man like I said that believe in
progress. I don’t think you all to be next to you where you are
right now. You had a constant to be moving up in spirit and in
the world, you are the progress, but no matter where you are,
you got to be to see your blessing right around you and want it
be to understand it, and all the stuff and then the only thing
that is absolutely God, there is no comparison, there is not,
everything else, people have birth we have to have. And
whenever God place (00:42:23). It will number one stretch you
out of wet. Whenever God places something in you, for
something for you to do and for a destiny, it’s the number one, it
will stretch you to an uncomfortable position, it’s the nature of
what God always do. He then that, you were (00:42:43) some
and it get so easy. You’ll be annoyed if you do it, but it will
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stretch you out of that. Delivering the thing, is a painful
process, whenever God burst something in you, I don’t care
whether it is a ministry, I don’t care whether it is a mission, I
don’t care whether it is even something within your family that
God who’s directed you to bring in and bring change, whenever
the thing come, it’s pain for the burst that thing. Always see it,
don’t focus on the thing, God even told me, he said, he said, I’m
going to send you to a Joe experience as no Lord. I said, “I spoke
that in the pulpit when I was talking about Joe.” I said, “Lord,
do not look down and said you see the Nathaniel there? You see
myself in that, don’t you take no and have it around me, don’t
you send me to any of these. I don’t want any that kind of stuff,
but God said, “Son I got to send you through some things so you
can even be related to the folk on something, because sometimes
you can’t even properly teach unless you had gone through a
little bit of stuff. Sometimes, God is even preparing you for
greater mission, I don’t want that, I’ll be honest with you right
now. You know what God told me? He said, “Don’t focus on the
experience, focus on the reward of what Joe got.” Joe went
through some stuff and he didn’t go through it but nine months
after the nine months he got twice as much stuff as he had
before and then he got a hundred and forty years which was too
normalized me as to enjoy this stuff, if you got pregnant and
ignore to, don’t focus on the pregnancy. Even if you do have
stretchmarks, so what?
Even if you do, so what? Don’t focus on the negative, look at the
blessings, because it’s all ready and do you know how many
prayer request I get in on MountainWings, dealing with people
that are trying to have children? That is the praying that have
gone through all kind of fertility clinic, taken all kind of fertility
book -00:45:02
-- trying to get, who see that God is blessed us, it’s all relative,
and when we understand absolute food, tells that we get to God
the more we will understand absolute food, then the more real
start seeing our blessings and behalf in this people it’s not about
getting stuff that you want, is what you’ve got, that’s the key to
happiness, it’s not getting what you want but it’s wanting what
you got, because even after you get what you want is still some
(00:45:40). It never ends. And we got to learn how to be
content, how to see the blessing, and there’s another spiritual
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principle that goes with that, happiness grows more happiness.
Misery draws more miserably. It’s the same as in the material
world, money draws (00:46:01). The easiest way to get money is
to have money. Thanking the spirit, the easiest way to get
happiness, same thing just into romantic world.
The easiest way for you to get somebody is to have somebody. I
don’t know why I work (00:46:15) you like somebody then get
nobody, it’s not the way like that, it was always that way one
even one --. If you got somebody, it’s a hundred times easier to
get somebody else, when you can’t get anybody. Well, all things
work that way. Happiness works that way too, and it begins
would you be able to see the blessings where you are. For those
of you that are married, look over your spouse right now. Just
look at your spouse. I mean just look at Puddin. I mean just
look at your spouse, I mean, I mean, did you know she is a
blessing to me? I mean, this woman is a blessing, this child is a
blessing, do you understand that? She is a blessing to me. Is
Puddin perfect and then I told Puddin on a date, I said,
“Puddin.” I said, “You are the prettiest woman in the world.”
But I would trust you than I did. I said, “Tell him what you
want say. Go ahead and tell him.”
Puddin:

You tell them.

Nathaniel:

I said, Puddin, you’re the prettiest woman in the world. I said,
Puddin, maybe you’re not the prettiest woman in the world but
I’m sure you’re the prettiest woman in Georgia. This boy is a
(00:47:39). The most beauty is what? It validates and it is in
the eye of the beholder. So, we got to start learning to
appreciate that quick we have. That is God has blessed us with,
not wishing for something we don’t have. And some of us, and
so many of us we’ve got good stuffs, good situation, good job,
good homes, good children, good stuff, good relatives. We got
good stuff but the enemy has clattered our eyes and made us
think it was quiet when is not. It’s relative people and you have
got to be able to see, absolute true.
Bow your head. Dear Heavenly Father, we thank you this day
for this word, and we hope that after this word, that the people
will be able to see that you have already blessed them with, and
that would move out of this mode of God give me this and God
give me that, and God make me this and raise me up for this,
and Lord bring this to me, and remove to the lone of where we
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simply says, thank you Jesus for all you’ve already done, for all
you’ve already brought me through, for you carrying me
through, you protected me, you see me through this, you see me
through that. Lord, I’m breathing. I thank you for just having
sent I’m not to be able to thank you, I got a thousand times, a
thousand things to thank you for. Help us to be able to see the
absolute and not the worst relative, but the absolute food. And
the absolute food is that you are Lord and those that abide in
you, abide unto the shadow with the almighty, enjoy and peace
and fulfilment and all that they do, stay in touch. Help us to be
able to see absolute. Help us to be able to feel the warmth that
you granted the 427 degrees of warmth that you given us, not
the 32 that may have us today. Let us see your (00:50:17)
father, let us see your (00:50:19). And thy son Jesus’ name, we
pray, Amen.
00:50:25

